Benefits of COHMIS
Colorado Homeless Management Information System

Your Clients
- Gets a client-centric design, where programs and case managers are coordinating around the clients needs
- Can have their documents stored digitally, lessening the need to retain physical copies that can be lost
- Is referred to appropriate community resources and coordinated entry
- Doesn't feel as retraumatized by telling their story at every agency they engage

Your Staff
- Can better understand client's history of accessing programs and services, and connection to other resources
- Can collaborate on a state-wide case management model, including secure cross agency communication within the system itself
- Can access documents digitally
- Can see successes of housing across the system and OneHome coordinated entry integration
- Gets a minimalistic, user-friendly interface – at a glance caseloads, ability to print directions to your program and eligibility requirements

Your Agency
- Can easily report on outcomes for additional funding sources, budgetary oversight and financial projections
- Can reduce duplication of agency services with other agencies
- Can integrate with your local software to reduce duplicate data entry
- Can review trends and gaps for services, staff training or capacity
- Can develop partnerships with regional stakeholders and provide data-informed narrative to funders
- Can see client counts by program through at-a-glance views

Your Community
- Can align funders on shared outcomes for reporting impact
- Gets a broader sense of homelessness issue in the region (and the state of Colorado) allowing us to see what the population looks like, what services/agencies they are accessing, etc.
- Receives data for pursuing additional funding
- Connects to non-traditional homeless resources
- Can review trends and gaps for services in regional geographies

For more information, visit cohmis.zendesk.com or email hmishelp@mdhi.org